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 ive been having a problem with this for a while my volume controls dont work the same as it should and it does not mute at any volume button click it mutes from the rockchip uart hw controller it does work on the sapego f1h mf-02ea the volume buttons mute it from the codec and I was wondering if anyone knew how to get around this because I would hate to have to change this for the remote unit
File:wifly city idu 2850ug 300g driver ive been having a problem with this for a while my volume controls dont work the same as it should and it does not mute at any volume button click it mutes from the rockchip uart hw controller it does work on the sapego f1h mf-02ea the volume buttons mute it from the codec and I was wondering if anyone knew how to get around this because I would hate to
have to change this for the remote unit When you get to the screen for modding, remember to click on the volume control checkbox. This is a platform where you can experiment and do things like disabling the driver and write your own uart receiver driver for different apps. Before u install the driver, make sure to disconnect the wifi network. Otherwise your tx/rx radio will start working. Hi zorro I
did that, but for some reason the min and max are still not working at 100% volume. They both work at 75%, but when I go all the way to 100% there is still a 10% volume loss. When it says changing the volume it goes up but as soon as I click off it back to 100% its the same 10% as a loss. I have a v2.0 device. I have the min and max set as 100% and they are always at 100% in a normal manner (no
loss). I'm not sure if it's my UI or the firmware. I'm not sure if I'm missing something here. Could you guys help? EDIT: I'm using the default 800Mhz settings, and the volume seems to have gotten slightly better, but it still gives an odd 10% loss. Actually the issue is that the default volume control uart read is not working. I had a chance to look at the uart code and it's actually pretty straight forward.

You just need to have the min and max volume set to 100% for a 82157476af
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